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Madonna Undergoes Drastic ‘Facial’

Change For her Appearance At Grammy

Awards 2023? Plastic Surgeon Shares

SHOCKING Details-READ BELOW
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Madonna - the queen of pop - has once again stolen the show with her recent

appearance at the Grammys 2023 on Sunday night, February 05, 2023.

However, her recent appearance at the show did not particularly positive

impact on the views. The singer once again sparked controversies when she

took the stage to present an award.

The singer’s fans claimed they were left speechless by her latest drastically

refined face, hinting she has gone under the knife.

Madonna, 64, apparently looked younger than her age and sparked a wave of

intrigue after she seemed to have undergone a cosmetic procedure to appear

wrinkle-free alongside a well-defined nose and cheeks.

However, the curious minds were put at ease by a plastic surgeon, Dr Michael

Horn, to weigh in on what he believes the singer could have done from

"excessive filler and Botox" to a facelift and a nose job.

The certified plastic surgeon from Chicago, Illinois, believes that the 'Vogue'

singer has undergone a couple of surgeries because of how uplifted her facial

features appeared to look.

A Meaww report quoted Dr Horn saying, "Over the years, Madonna, has

seemingly undergone numerous plastic surgery procedures," he said. He also



claimed that the singer’s recent appearance at the Grammys 2023 was the most

different-looking version of her to date.

"She has undergone a facelift ... This is obvious because her skin is tight and

pulled back with no wrinkles. Her eyes also seem smaller, likely due to being

pulled during a facelift," he told Daily Mail.

The doctor also hinted Madonna had a nose job and said, "Madonna previously

had a natural nose that suited her face. It appears as if she had rhinoplasty since

this version has a pointy tip and seems too narrow." He also claimed, "Botox was

also evident on many areas of her face," while pointing out the lack of

"expression lines and wrinkles," as well as her "minimal facial movement" during

her speech.

The DailyMail report also speculated the star's structure of the face has

noticeably changed the most.

He added, "What is most noticeable and striking is the drastic change in

Madonna’s facial shape into a more V-shaped structure.”

Horn also went on to claim, "She has seemingly used excessive filler over time,

giving her face a full appearance and taking away from the natural and

pleasing bone structure she once had. Her cheekbones are more prominent

than ever and appear unnaturally high."



Apart from her facial structure, Horn also pointed out that the queen of pop has

also done hairline surgery including an eyebrows life.

"It also appears that she had a brow lift which is made more noticeable by her

thin eyebrows, which were formerly thick," he claimed. "It also appears that her

hairline is wider now. It is also likely that she had filler injected into the temples of

her head," he concluded, as reported by DailyMail.
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